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a new stable build (8.0.r25-zwt) for babylon has been
released. this is a platform independent release, supporting
x86, arm and x64 platforms on windows, linux and mac os
x. it also supports javascript and typescript. a new stable
build (8.0.r23-zwt) for babylon has been released. this is a

platform independent release, supporting x86, arm and x64
platforms on windows, linux and mac os x. it also supports
javascript and typescript. the babylon.js team is happy to
announce the final release of babylon.js version 8.0.r25.

this release is the result of extensive testing and integration
with various third party js libraries, and is considered a final

release. you can find the change log and download
information in the links below. the babylon.js team has

already release babylon.js v8.0.r23 which focused on the
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new procedural parser and v8 integration. babylon.js 8.r24
was focused on the stable release of the parser and core

library. with babylon.r25 we’ve finished the v8 integration.
once the new js platform will be stable it will be possible to

move on to migrate the engine back to wasm . we’re
working on babylon.r26 for the web assembly support. right

now it isn’t possible to compile to wasm using v8 since it
still isn’t completely ready for wasm. the plan is to release

babylon.r26 using its own js build tools and wasm optimizer.
at that point the v8 platform will be stable enough to

support wasm.r26 should also require less work since the
user-facing compilaiton tools are much more mature at this

point. today we’re releasing the babylon.js 8.0.r25 web
platform preview for ie11+ , firefox, webkit, and edge. we’ll

release babylon.r26 for ie11+ soon. for any questions,
comments, or feedback, post them on the babylonjs tag.
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